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Introduction
The San Quentin Area Bicycle and Pedestrian Access Study is one of the top priority projects in Marin
County as described in the 2008 Marin County Unincorporated Area Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
and the San Francisco Bay Trail Gap Analysis Study.
The 1.5-mile long study corridor along East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard and I-580 connects the
Richmond-San Rafael Bridge to the east and the existing bicycle path at Remillard Park to the west. To
the east, the corridor connects with East Francisco Boulevard and the existing southern segment of the
San Francisco Bay Trail at Jean and John Starkweather Shoreline Park in San Rafael. The topography of
the San Quentin peninsula and the barriers created by Interstate 580 and Corte Madera Creek constrain
alternative travel options between Larkspur Landing, San Rafael and the small community of San
Quentin Village.
The study corridor provides primary east-west transportation for bicyclists, transit and cars. Currently
bicyclists and pedestrians use East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard, Interstate 580, East Francisco
Boulevard and Main Street to access destinations in the area or to circulate through the area to local and
regional destinations. The intersection at East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard and Andersen Drive is a
challenge for motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians. This area is also physically bisected by Interstate 580
which runs along the northern edge of the study area. Bicycle access is permitted on the eastbound
shoulder of Interstate 580 from the East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard onramp to the Main Street/San
Quentin off ramp. At this time, bicycles are not permitted on the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge but
regional transit buses are equipped with bicycle racks to allow riders to travel to the East Bay.
The San Francisco Bay Trail is improved on the northeastern and western edges of the study corridor
and this study corridor is a key gap in the continuity of this regional trail system in Marin County. San
Quentin State Prison (SQSP) visitor use also generates pedestrian traffic along Main Street.
The goal of the study is to identify opportunities to maximize bicycle and pedestrian access in the
following locations:
1) East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard and Interstate 580.

Key Issues: Bicycles are currently allowed on sections of
Interstate 580 in order to access East Sir Francis Drake
Boulevard; however, the current configuration is not likely to
be used by people who feel uncomfortable mixing with fast
moving traffic. This study will evaluate alternatives to
bicyclists and pedestrians walking or riding on high speed
roadway shoulders. It will seek ways to create physical
separation and to improve the existing connections.
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2) Connections between the existing Shoreline Bay Trail
in the City of San Rafael, the new viewing area near the
Richmond-San Rafael Bridge and Remillard Park in
Larkspur.
Key Issues: Bay Trail users in San Rafael and Larkspur desire
a connection between the existing segments (Shoreline Bay
Trail in San Rafael and Bon Air Path in Larkspur). Residents
of San Quentin Village also desire connections to these
pathways. Pathway users are not likely to use a shoulder on a
high speed roadway for this connection. This study will
consider options for connecting these two paths.

Sir Francis Drake Boulevard and Bon Air
Pathway near Remillard Park

3) Connections between the Interstate 580 onramp at
Main Street and the Andersen Drive/East Sir Francis
Drake Boulevard intersection.
Key Issues: The area between Main Street/Interstate 580 and
East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard is composed of San Quentin
Village and SQSP. The prison is closed to the public and a
high security area, although some parts consist of employee
housing and some mixing with lower-risk inmates. While
existing roadways connect these two areas, any new direct
connection open to the public would need to meet the
Department of Correction’s approval. Other alternatives
include traveling north/west along Francisco Boulevard and
utilizing the existing I-580 connector ramp to East Sir Francis
Drake Boulevard and along the shoulder of 580 traveling
south/east.

View of San Quentin State Prison
looking east

4) The Andersen Drive/East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard
intersection.
Key Issues: The need for a new signal at this location was
identified in 1995, as part of the Larkspur Ferry Terminal
Access Study, and later in 1999 as part of the original Marin
County Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan and other efforts by the City
of San Rafael. Installing a signal has been problematic due to
numerous factors, including the multiple involved agencies and
sight distance issues on the East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard
westbound off ramp. This study will provide the needed
traffic analysis to identify the other connection improvement
options.

The eastbound approach to the
unsignalized Andersen Drive
intersection is a constraint for bicyclists

5) Connections between the Interstate 580 onramp to the
Richmond/San Rafael Bridge bus stops and the San
Quentin State Prison entrance through San Quentin
Village
Traffic volumes spike along Main
Street in San Quentin Village during
shift changes at the prison
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Key Issues: Main Street in San Quentin Village is a narrow, two lane roadway with limited shoulders.
While traffic volumes are generally low, they can spike during shift changes at the prison. New bicycle
lanes or shoulders and pedestrian improvements may be desirable on Main Street, including the I-580
under crossing, to connect San Quentin residents, employees and visitors with public transit.
6) Access/egress to/from existing bus stops that provide
service across the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge (closed to
bicyclists and pedestrians), and San Quentin Village under
I-580.
Key Issues: Enhanced access to the bus stops would help
facilitate access for bicyclists who have no other viable option
for reaching the East Bay. In addition to improved shoulders or
bicycle lanes, bicycle parking may be needed.
The Main Street under crossing of
Interstate 580 and bus stops for
Richmond-bound buses long Main
Street.
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Existing Conditions, Opportunities and Constraints
This describes the existing conditions, opportunities and constraints along the San Quentin Area Bicycle
and Pedestrian Study corridor. The description is organized according to the major roadways along the
corridor, and includes right-of-way conditions, existing bicycle facilities, traffic operations and safety,
and pedestrian and transit access. The purpose of this information is to document the basic conditions,
including dimensional and operational characteristics of the roadways in the project study corridor that
influence future bicycle and pedestrian facility improvements.
The San Quentin State Prison (SQSP) is the dominant land use within the study corridor. SQSP is
located on approximately 430 acres in Marin County along San Francisco Bay and has been a part of the
community since 1852. Because of the age of the buildings on site, maintenance of the facility is costly.
The County’s land use regulations do not apply to State facilities, including SQSP.
SQSP currently employs approximately 2,200 full time employees and contracts with approximately 300
medical staff employees. Staff members operate the prison 24 hours a day, year-around, with the
majority of staff working three 8-hour shifts (watches), and an overlapping administrative staff. The
largest of the three shift changes comes at 2:00 p.m. each day when 1,500 staff change shifts. This major
shift change results in “pulses” of vehicles onto the surrounding roadways through the main and west
prison gates. SQSP general population visiting hours are from 2:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Thursdays and
Fridays and from 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Saturdays.
A security fence surrounds the entire SQSP property along the bayfront, East Sir Francis Drake
Boulevard, Interstate 580 and down Main Street behind privately-owned residential properties to the
SQSP Main Gate. All public access is restricted through SQSP and the secure area is all area within the
perimeter fence line. Potential for pathway alignments on or below the existing ridge south of East Sir
Francis Drake Boulevard and north of the SQSP site is infeasible due to potential public and inmate
safety concerns. All of California’s male condemned inmates are planned to be housed at SQSP and
unique inmate safety and security requirements are a critical concern.
However, the State may be amenable to granting an easement for improved bicycle and pedestrian
facilities along the perimeter of East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard, on either the north or south side of
the roadway. To ensure adequate security along the perimeter of the SQSP site, a security fence along
north side on the prison property along the East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard corridor may need to be
replaced and/or upgraded.
Land uses within the study corridor consist of:


San Quentin State Prison: Inmate housing, administration, limited employee/family housing



San Quentin Village: Recreational, residential and private property on the east side of SQSP



East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard/Remillard/CMSA: Public recreation and bay access, water
waste treatment facility, delivery access to SQSP. This area is also used by the press during
major news events concerning the prison.



North of I-580: Light industrial, office, public and private recreational and open space uses
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The primary streets that provide connectivity through the study corridor include:


East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard



Main Street



East Francisco Boulevard

Streets with existing bicycle and/or pedestrian facilities that connect to the study corridor include:




Andersen Drive

Kerner Blvd.

The location of each of these primary roadways and secondary roadways is illustrated in Figure 1.
Each of the primary streets along the corridor and connecting streets to the corridor is discussed in
greater detail below including a discussion of existing conditions, opportunities and constraints
consisting of:


Surrounding Land Uses



Existing bicycle facilities



Right-of-way conditions



Pedestrian and transit access

This summary information is presented as existing conditions, opportunities and constraints in order to
provide the context and justification for the corridor improvements to be developed. Figures 2
through 8 located at the end of the chapter present the existing conditions, opportunities and constraints
within the study corridor.
Table 1 presents the existing bikeway facilities in or connecting to the San Quentin Area Bicycle and
Pedestrian Study corridor. Figure 1 shows the locations of the existing bikeway facilities.
Table 1: Existing Bikeway Facilities within the San Quentin Area Bicycle and Pedestrian Study Corridor
Segment Name
East Sir Francis Drake
Blvd.

Facility Type1
Class I Bike Path

Begin
Western study corridor
boundary/Highway 101

End

Miles

Jurisdiction

Andersen Dr.
East Sir Francis Drake
Blvd. Interstate 580
Flyover

Class II Bike Lane

Downtown San Rafael

Drakes Cove Rd.
East Sir Francis Drake
Blvd.

0.75

Larkspur

2.6

San Rafael

Class II Bike Lane

Andersen Dr.

Grange Ave.

0.25

San Rafael/Caltrans

Interstate 580 Ramps

Class III Bike Route

Andersen Dr.

0.80

San Rafael/Caltrans

Main St.

Class III Bike Route

Main St.
Interstate 580 OffRamp

Lecante Dr.
0.20
County/Caltrans
North of Shoreline
Kerner Blvd.
Class II Bike Lane
Pkwy
Grange Ave.
0.55
San Rafael
1 Class I bike paths are facilities separate from a roadway, with cross flows by motorists minimized. Class II bike lanes are defined as a portion
of the roadway that has been designated by striping, signage, and pavement markings for the preferential or exclusive use of bicyclists. Class
III bike routes are signed routes within the travel lane shared with motor vehicles.
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Figure 1: San Quentin Area Bicycle and Pedestrian Study Corridor Bikeway Facilities
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East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard
Surrounding Land Uses

East Sir Francis Drake is bordered to the south by Remillard Park, Corte Madera Creek, SQSP and
Shoreline Band Park. Remillard Park includes an unpaved path along the bayfront at the southern
boundary of the park and a paved Class I path along East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard. Within SQSP,
residential uses abut the south side of East Sir Francis Drake. East Sir Francis Drake is bordered to the
north by private property, SQSP lands and the Central Marin Sanitation Agency treatment facility.
Right-of-Way Conditions

East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard is a regionally significant
arterial that provides primary east-west circulation for Central
Marin and has a posted speed limit of 40 miles per hour in the
study area. The segment of East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard
that falls within the San Quentin Area Bicycle and Pedestrian
study corridor is from Remillard Park in the west to Interstate
580 in the east. This segment of East Sir Francis Drake
Boulevard passes through the jurisdictions of the City of
Larkspur, Marin County and the City of San Rafael and
includes a portion of Caltrans right-of-way.

E. Sir Francis Drake Blvd /SQSP West Gate
intersection, looking east.

According to the 2007 Marin County Countywide Plan, East
Sir Francis Drake Boulevard from Highway 101 to Larkspur Landing Circle has a weekday p.m. peak
hour volume of 1,446 vehicles and a Level of Service C in the eastbound direction.
The East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard cross section varies
through the project study corridor. Between Drakes Cove
Road and Andersen Drive, the roadway is two travel lanes with
varying turn lane and merge lane configurations at roadway
intersections, depending on direction of travel. East of
Andersen Drive, East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard divides into
two one-way segments. Westbound East Sir Francis Drake
Boulevard becomes a one-way flyover of Interstate 580.
Eastbound East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard serves as an
onramp to Interstate 580 then an off ramp leading to Main
Street and San Quentin.

E. Sir Francis Drake Boulevard Interstate
580 Flyover, looking north.

The East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard/West Gate SQSP entrance and East Sir Francis Drake
Boulevard/Andersen Drive intersections present notable challenges to bicyclists and pedestrians. The
East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard/West Gate intersection allows uncontrolled eastbound vehicular
movement into the west prison entrance and the intersection lacks crossing and signage improvements.
Conditions at the East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard/Andersen Drive intersection include high vehicular
speeds, short sight distances, multiple turning movements, elevation changes and a widened roadway.
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There is limited on-street parking along East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard due to the constrained rightof-way and high traffic volumes. On street parking does exist between Remillard Park and the SQSP
West Gate entrance for use by bay recreationalists. Remillard Park includes a small parking lot accessed
from East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard that can accommodate six vehicles.
Existing Bicycle Facilities

Existing bicycle facilities on East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard include a Class I multi-use path from west
of the study corridor to Drakes Cove Road. Wide shoulders exist along East Sir Francis Drake
Boulevard between Drakes Cove Road and Andersen Drive. A Class II bicycle lane exists along
westbound East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard from Andersen Drive to the paved path connecting East
Francisco Drive to the I-580 flyover near Grange Avenue. A Class III bicycle route exists east of
Andersen Drive along eastbound East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard/the Interstate 580 onramp and the
Interstate 580 off ramp to Main Street.
Pedestrian and Transit Access

Marin County Transit Route 29 from San Anselmo to San Rafael operates on East Sir Francis Drake
Boulevard and Andersen Drive, with a bus stop east of SQSP West Gate. The Larkspur Ferry Terminal
is located outside the study corridor approximately ½ mile to the west and provides regular ferry trips to
San Francisco. The ferry terminal is served by Golden Gate bus transit Routes 24 and 97 and Marin
Transit Shuttle Route 221. None of these routes traverse the study corridor. The SMART rail line will
run from Larkspur Landing to Cloverdale.
Within the study corridor. limited pedestrian infrastructure on East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard exists.
There are no sidewalks, crosswalks or controlled intersections.
Andersen Drive/East Sir Francis Drake Blvd Intersection
Surrounding Land Uses

Within the study corridor, Andersen Drive is bordered by SQSP lands to the south and the Central
Marin Sanitation Agency treatment facility to the north. West of the study area, industrial, light
industrial and office uses, Interstate 580 and residential and general commercial uses exist along
Andersen Drive.
Right-of-Way Conditions

Andersen Drive is a minor arterial with a posted speed limit of 25 miles per hour within the study
corridor that provides east-west circulation in San Rafael. Only the intersection of the East Sir Francis
Drake Boulevard/Andersen Drive intersection is within the San Quentin Area Bicycle and Pedestrian
study corridor. This intersection is located within the jurisdiction of the City of San Rafael.
The Andersen Drive cross section within the project study corridor consists of one travel lane in each
direction and a yield-controlled right turn lane onto East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard. Eastbound
traffic turning onto East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard to the I-580 onramp is stop-controlled.
Conditions at the East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard/Andersen Drive intersection include high vehicular
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speeds, short sight distances, multiple turning movements and a widened roadway. There is no on street
parking along Andersen Drive within the study corridor.
Existing Bicycle Facilities

Existing bicycle facilities on Andersen Drive consist of Class II Bicycle lanes from the East Sir Francis
Drake Boulevard intersection to First Street in downtown San Rafael.
Pedestrian and Transit Access

Marin Transit Route 29 from San Anselmo to San Rafael runs on East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard and
Andersen Drive. There are no sidewalks or crosswalks along Andersen Drive within the study corridor.
Main Street in San Quentin Village
Surrounding Land Uses

The western end of Main Street is bordered by SQSP lands to the north and south. The eastern end
of Main Street is bordered by Shoreline Band Park and residential uses to the north. A Caltrans
maintenance yard and residential uses exist to the south.
Right-of-Way Conditions

Main Street is a local street that leads from Interstate 580 and E.
Francisco Boulevard to Main Gate, the main entrance to SQSP.
Main Street has a posted speed limit of 25 miles per hour and
one travel lane in each direction. SQSP’s Main Gate is located
immediately east of the Main Street/McKenzie St. intersection.
Public access is restricted at this point. Main Street east of the
prison entrance is of substandard width and results in the
inability to create a consistent sidewalk of standard width.
Intersection controls east of the prison entrance include stop
signs at most intersections. There is on-street parking allowed on
the portions of the roadway with shoulders.

Interstate 580 overpass of Main Street
facing west.

Main Street has one travel lane in each direction. The public
right-of-way along Main Street is constricted due to the Interstate 580 overpass. Intersection controls
include stop signs at the Main Street/Interstate 580 on and off ramp intersection and at East Francisco
Blvd. There is no on street parking allowed.
Existing Bicycle Facilities

Main Street is a designated Class III bicycle route between Le Cante Drive and E. Francisco Blvd.
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No bicycle facilities currently exist along Main Street; however,
the street is proposed to be a Class III bicycle route in the
Unincorporated Marin County Bicycle and Pedestrian Master
Plan. The roadway includes 1.5 foot wide shoulder striping and
drain inlets.
Pedestrian and Transit Access

Pedestrian facilities on Main Street include a discontinuous
Drain inlet along Main Street
sidewalk along the south side of the street immediately east and
west of Heron Court. Crosswalks exist at the prison entrance. Pedestrian facilities along Main Street
include a 4’ sidewalk along the south side of the street under Interstate 580.
Marin Transit and Golden Gate Transit do not operate bus service on Main Street.
East Francisco Boulevard
Surrounding Land Uses

East Francisco Boulevard is bordered by Interstate 580 to the south and light industrial and office
uses to the north. The Bay Trail is located north of East Francisco Boulevard.
Right-of-Way Conditions

East Francisco Boulevard is a minor arterial that parallels Interstate 580 from downtown San Rafael to
the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge and is located within the City of San Rafael. The southeastern portion
of East Francisco Boulevard is located within the study corridor. East Francisco Boulevard has a posted
speed limit of 35 miles per hour, and has one travel lane in each direction with left and right turn lanes
at Shoreline Parkway. East Francisco Boulevard narrows in front of the Marin Rod and Gun Club
property; however, additional right-of-way on the shoulders exists in this location. Intersection controls
include stop signs at the Main Street/East Francisco Blvd. intersection. There are no other stop
controls on East Francisco Blvd. within the study area. Portions of East Francisco Boulevard are
striped to accommodate parallel on-street parking along the northern/eastern side of the roadway.
The Bay Trail terminates at a parking lot and fence west of the Marin Rod and Gun Club property and
north of East Francisco Boulevard. A steep, vegetated embankment exists between East Francisco
Boulevard and the parking lot.
Existing Bicycle Facilities

East Francisco Boulevard is a proposed Class III bicycle route in the San Rafael Bicycle and Pedestrian
Master Plan. A paved path connects East Francisco Boulevard through a fence opening to the
Interstate 580 flyover just north of Piombo Place. The existing path access point is located midblock
and lacks formal crossing, wayfinding and signage improvements.
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Pedestrian and Transit Access

Golden Gate Transit Routes 40 and 42 operate on East Francisco Boulevard, with bus stops at
Morphew Street, Piombo Place and Main Street.
Pedestrian facilities include crosswalks on the southern and eastern legs of the Main Street/East
Francisco Boulevard intersection. A sidewalk exists on the north side of the street west of Piombo
Place. A discontinuous sidewalk exists east of Piombo Place along the northern side of the street.
Kerner Boulevard
Surrounding Land Uses

Kerner Boulevard is bordered by light industrial, office and open space uses to the north and south.
Right-of-Way Conditions

Kerner Boulevard is a minor arterial that parallels Interstate 580 and is located within the City of San
Rafael. Kerner Boulevard was recently subjected to a “road diet” which reduced the number of travel
lanes from four to two, reduced the travel lane width and added Class II bicycle lanes and Share The
Road signs. The southeastern portion of Kerner Boulevard immediately east and west of Grange
Avenue is located within the study corridor. Kerner Boulevard a posted speed limit of 25 miles per hour
and has one travel lane in each direction. There are no intersection controls along Kerner Boulevard
within the study corridor. Kerner Boulevard is striped to accommodate parallel on street parking.
Existing Bicycle Facilities

Kerner Boulevard contains Class II bicycle lanes between Shoreline Parkway and Grange Avenue.
Pedestrian and Transit Access

The portion of Kerner Boulevard within the study corridor is not serviced by transit. Pedestrian
facilities consist of sidewalks on the north and south sides of Kerner Boulevard.
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Figure 2: Existing Conditions/Opportunities and Constraints Map 1
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Figure 3: Existing Conditions/Opportunities and Constraints Map 2
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Figure 4: Existing Conditions/Opportunities and Constraints Map 3
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Figure 5: Existing Conditions/Opportunities and Constraints Map 4
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Figure 6: Existing Conditions/Opportunities and Constraints Map 5
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Figure 7: Existing Conditions/Opportunities and Constraints Map 6
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Figure 8: Existing Conditions/Opportunities and Constraints Map 7
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Analysis and Alternatives
The San Quentin Area Bicycle and Pedestrian Access Study analyzes three potential alignment
alternatives (Alignments 1, 2 and 3) with the goal of achieving a safe, convenient and economicallyfeasible pedestrian and bicycle connection through the San Quentin Peninsula. The 1.5-mile long study
corridor extends along East Sir Francis Drake Blvd (ESFDB), a portion of I-580, Main Street in San
Quentin Village, and East Francisco Blvd from Main Street to Grange Ave. From west to east, the
study corridor connects the existing multi-use path at Remillard Park in the City of Larkspur with the
unincorporated San Quentin Village neighborhood located south of I-580 and the area of San Rafael
north of I-580 near the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge and the existing SF Bay Trail. The scope of the
Study is to facilitate planning and public participation and conduct preliminary engineering and design
work to identify the relative feasibility of each route. The design team sought to identify potential
environmental, engineering, operational and permitting issues within the study area limits. The Study
process does not include any commitments to proceed – this would occur later through separate
processes. The Study is intended to provide useful information for future discussions and decisions.
The design team and County staff conducted an extensive outreach effort for this Study. Four meetings
with an experienced technical advisory committee (TAC) 1 and two public workshops were held.
Additionally, County staff and design team members participated in outreach meetings with key project
stakeholders such as Caltrans, San Quentin State Prison staff, the San Quentin Village Homeowner’s
Association and local kite / wind surfing advocates.
Although this is a bicycle and pedestrian project, a many of the physical implementation improvements
benefit vehicles. Therefore, when viewing the estimates of probable costs for alignments 1 and 2, note
that costs for improvements, such as the signalization of East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard at Andersen
Dr., reconstruction of the I-580 flyover and vehicle lane widening, directly benefit drivers. Approximate
allocations of costs for bicycle and pedestrian improvements have been attempted and can be found in
the following description and in the planning level estimates of probable cost tables for each alignment
below.
Signalization of the intersection of ESFDB and Andersen Drive mainly benefits vehicle traffic. 91% of
the Alignment 1 opinion of costs are allocated for vehicular improvements, whereas 9% is allocated for
pedestrian and bicycle improvements. 72% of the Alignment 2 costs are allocated for vehicular
improvements, whereas 27% is allocated for pedestrian and bicycle improvements. Alignment 3 does
not include a new signal at ESFDB and Andersen Drive and as such, 100% of the Alignment 3 costs are
allocated for pedestrian and bicycle improvements.
The three alignment alternatives are listed from least to most extensive in terms of improvements.

Alignment 1
Overview
1

See Acknowledgements for detailed list of Technical Advisory Committee members.
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Alignment 1 is characterized by a Class II bicycle facility on the south side of ESFDB from the western
project boundary to Main Street (at San Quentin Village) and a signalization of the ESFDB and
Andersen Drive intersection and implementation of related traffic calming measures. This alignment
improves the existing conditions with additional signage, striping and a new signalized intersection at
Andersen Drive and ESFDB.
As shown in “Alignment 1: Class II Signalized (West)” and “Alignment 1: Class II Signalized (East)”,
the key improvements associated with Alignment 1 are as follows:


A Class II bike lane on the south side of ESFDB from the western project boundary to Main
Street (at San Quentin Village).



Improvements and formalization to the wide shoulder area on ESFDB frequently used for
parking by windsurfers and kite boarders near the west end of the alignment.



Widening and signalization of the ESFDB and Andersen Drive intersection and implementation
of related traffic calming measures.



A Class II bicycle lane on the north side of ESFDB from Andersen Drive to the western project
boundary.



A Class II bicycle lane along East Francisco Boulevard from Main Street to Grange Avenue.



Class III bicycle routes along Grange Avenue and from the southernmost Bay Trail terminus to
East Francisco Boulevard.



Sidewalk upgrades as follows:
•

Along the south side of ESFDB from SQSP’s West Gate to Marin Transit’s bus stop.

•

Along the south side of Main Street from SQSP’s East Gate to Golden Gate Transit’s
bus stop on the I-580 onramp.

•

Along the northeast side of East Francisco Boulevard between the existing sidewalk
segments; resulting in a continuous sidewalk connecting Main Street and Grange
Avenue.

•

Along the north side of Grange Avenue between the existing sidewalk segments;
resulting in a continuous sidewalk connecting East Francisco Boulevard and Piombo
Place.
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Figure 8: Alignment 1: Class II Signalized (West)
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Figure 9: Alignment 1: Class II Signalized (East)
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East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard
Alignment 1 proposes a Class II bike lane on the south side of ESFDB from the western project
boundary to Main Street (at San Quentin Village). A Class II facility is also proposed along the north
side of ESFDB from the western project boundary to Andersen Drive, connecting to the existing Class
II facilities along Andersen Drive. The addition of Class II bike lanes would require widening the
ESFDB corridor to the north, which would result in approximately 1,995 cubic yards of slope
excavation and export. Due to their complex nature, detailed designs for three segments of ESFDB are
proposed and are as follows.
Windsurfer Parking Area

The Windsurfer Parking Area design formalizes an existing parking area located along the south side of
ESFDB east of Remillard Park. This area is a popular bay access point for windsurfers. As shown in
the Windsurfer Parking Area Enlargement Plan and section, Alignment 1 proposes creation of eight
parallel parking spaces separated from ESFDB by a travel lane and raised island. The Class II bike lane
would be demarcated with pavement markings, striping and signage. The eastbound bike lane would be
skip-striped where vehicles cross the bike lane to access the parking area and reenter the roadway.
An alternative design proposes a striped buffer to the left of the eastbound bike lane and a wider drive
aisle to access the eight parallel parking spaces. These improvements are proposed as an alternative to
the raised island.
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Figure 10: Alignment 1: Windsurfer Parking Enlargement
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West Gate

A detailed design is also proposed for the entrance to SQSP‘s West Gate. Currently, vehicles traveling
east along ESFDB turn off the roadway in advance of the West Gate intersection through a paved area
to the south of the roadway. The West Gate Enlargement plan and section show creation of a dedicated
right turn only lane along eastbound ESFDB into the prison entrance. A bicycle pocket is proposed
between the eastbound through and right turn only lanes. The Class II bike lane would be skip-striped
where eastbound vehicles cross the bike lane to access the right turn only lane and through the
intersection. The eastbound bike lane would resume immediately east of the intersection.
A sidewalk is proposed along the south side of ESFDB, connecting SQSP’s West Gate to the existing
Marin Transit bus stop located on ESFDB. The project includes construction of a waiting area at the
bus stop. The project does not include any rehabilitation of the transit shelter.
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Figure 11: Alignment 1: West Gate Enlargement
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Andersen Drive/East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard Intersection

Alignment 1 proposes signalization of the Andersen Drive intersection, Class II bike lanes along the
north and south sides of ESFDB and traffic calming measures. Signalization is identified in the City of
San Rafael General Plan and would require widening of ESFDB to accommodate vehicle queues.
Traffic modeling studies project that two eastbound through lanes, one eastbound left turn lane, two
westbound through lanes and one westbound right turn only lane would be required. Similar to the
existing condition, medians are proposed along ESFDB immediately east and west of Andersen Drive.
With this design, the medians would be a minimum of three feet in width; an alternate design may
include minimum six to eight feet wide medians. This project recommends replacing the southbound
free right turn lane on Andersen Drive with a signal-control right turn lane. Installation of a right turn
lane would trigger widening of Andersen Drive near the intersection. High-visibility or standard
crosswalks, signage, striping and pavement markings are proposed to direct bicyclists travelling through
the intersection and to alert motorists of their presence.
The need to accommodate vehicle queues, Caltrans standards for travel lanes and shoulders,
deceleration needs and possible sightline constraints would likely result in reconstruction of a long
stretch of ESFDB, which may include the I-580 flyover. The I-580 flyover would need to be
reconstructed only if vehicle queues associated with the intersecting signalization extend into the
deceleration lanes. The I-580 flyover is approximately 24 feet wide and consists of one westbound
travel lane and a Class II bike lane with a striped buffer. Under Alignment 1, it is assumed that if
necessary, Caltrans would reconstruct the I-580 flyover to accommodate two westbound travel lanes and
a Class II bike lane.
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Figure 12: Alignment 1: Andersen Dr./E. Sir Francis Drake Blvd Enlargement
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Main Street
As shown in the San Quentin Village Enlargement, Alignment 1 proposes sidewalk upgrades and traffic
calming measures along Main Street west of the I-580 overpass. A five-foot wide sidewalk is proposed
along south side of Main Street from SQSP’s East Gate to the Golden Gate Transit bus stop on the I580 onramp. A discontinuous sidewalk exists along portions of the south side of Main Street. This
proposal would replace the existing sidewalk, construct a new five-foot wide sidewalk and relocate any
roadside signage to areas south of the new sidewalk. Existing private landscaping that encroaches on
the south side of the roadway right-of-way may be removed. Two speed humps and associated signage
were recently installed as a traffic calming measure. One speed hump is located immediately east of
Heron Court; a second is located midway between Lecante Drive and the I-580 onramp. As an
additional traffic calming measure, this project proposes sharrows along Main Street. Two high visibility
crosswalks at the Main Street/eastbound I-580 on/off ramps would convey bicyclists and pedestrians
between the proposed Class I path (Alignment 2) or Class II bike lane (Alignment 1) along I-580, the
new sidewalk along Main Street and the existing sidewalk along Main Street under I-580.
This project proposes reconstruction of the Golden Gate Transit bus stop on the I-580 onramp to meet
Golden Gate Bridge, Highway and Transportation District’s Bus Stop Design Guidelines (July 2009).
The Bus Top Design Guidelines require a bus turn-out and clear space at the bus stop. To meet these
guidelines, it is recommended that eastern ingress/egress to the Caltrans yard located at the southwest
corner of the Main Street/I-580 ramps intersection is removed. As proposed, the Caltrans yard would
be access from Main Street only.
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Figure 13: Alignments 1, 2 and 3: San Quentin Village Enlargement
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East Francisco Boulevard
With Alignment 1, East Francisco Boulevard would receive sidewalk upgrades and Class II bike lanes.
East Francisco Boulevard is proposed to be a Class II bike facility by the San Rafael Bicycle/Pedestrian
Master Plan 2008 Update. Alignment 1 proposes 5 to 6-foot bike lanes along both sides of the roadway
from Grange Avenue in the north to Main Street in the South. Two 12-foot wide travel lanes would
accommodate vehicular traffic. Implementation of the bike lanes would result in the loss of
approximately 13 on-street parking spaces. Vegetation removal, maintenance and/or replanting with
low growth plants is recommended to improve sightlines for eastbound bicyclists immediately southwest
of the East Francisco Boulevard/I-580 onramps intersection.
Alignment 1 also proposes completing the sidewalk along East Francisco Boulevard. The existing
sidewalk located on the northeast side of the roadway terminates north of Main Street at the Golden
Gate Transit bus stop. The sidewalk reappears approximately 450 feet southeast of Grange Avenue. As
proposed, a 5’-6” wide sidewalk would be constructed between these two points.
East Francisco Boulevard constitutes a key link in the primary and secondary Bay Trail accessways in
south San Rafael. Bikeways and sidewalks along East Francisco Boulevard and Grange Street and the
sidewalk along Piombo Place would create the primary accessway. The secondary accessway is
proposed through the Bay Park Center parking lot. Both routes would include crosswalk improvements
and wayfinding signage. A consideration should be made for a stairway connection from East Francisco
Boulevard through the vegetated right-of-way for a more direct connection to the Jean and John
Starkweather Shoreline Park Bay Trail parking lot / trailhead.
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Figure 14: Alignments 1, 2, and 3: East Francisco Blvd Enlargement (East)
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Grange Avenue
Proposed Alignment 1 improvements for Grange Avenue consist of completion of the sidewalk along
the northwest side of the street and a Class III bike route, as shown in the East Francisco Boulevard
Enlargement (West). Grange Avenue is identified as a bicycle route in the San Rafael
Bicycle/Pedestrian Master Plan 2008 Update. Bikeway improvements consist of pavement markings
and signage. The East Francisco Boulevard/Grange Avenue intersection would also be improved with
high visibility crosswalks. New wayfinding signage would assist bicyclists and pedestrians to locate key
destinations.
I-580 Flyover Connection from East Francisco Boulevard
Alignment 1 proposes new multi-use path segments connecting the bike lanes along East Francisco
Boulevard, the bike route along Grange Avenue and the westbound bike lane along the I-580 flyover.
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Figure 15: Alignments 1, 2, and 3: East Francisco Blvd Enlargement (West)
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Alignment 1 – Planning Level Opinion of Probable Costs
The construction cost for Alignment 1 improvements is approximately $1.6 million, per the detail in the
attached Exhibit 1 and Table 2. “Soft” project costs are estimated at $0.7 million, for a total of $2.2
million. In addition, the cost of widening and signalizing the Andersen Drive intersection is $2.0 million,
per an estimate in the San Rafael General Plan Circulation Element. The planning level cost for
reconstructing the I-580 flyover is $20 million. In total, the Alignment 1 improvements are estimated at
$24.2 million.
Table 2: Alignment 1 Planning Level Cost Estimate

Item
Construction cost
Soft costs
Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements Subtotal
Andersen Drive intersection reconstruction & signalization
Estimated reconstruction of
the I-580 flyover

Planning
Level Cost
Estimate
$1.5 million
$0.6 million
$2.2 million
$2.0 million
$20 million

Vehicular Improvement Subtotal

$22 million

Project Total

$24.2 million

Assumptions: The $2.0 million estimate in the San Rafael General Plan for the signalization and
widening is assumed to provide the width for shoulders through that project area that would be used as
bike lanes with the addition of striping, markings and signage included in the estimate.
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Alignment 2
Overview
Alignment 2 is characterized by a Class I bicycle facility on the south side of ESFDB from the western
project boundary to Main Street (at San Quentin Village) and a signalization of the ESFDB and
Andersen Drive intersection and implementation of related traffic calming measures.
As shown in “Alignment 2: Class II Signalized (West)” and “Alignment 2: Class II Signalized (East)”,
the additional key features of Alignment 2 include:


A Class III bicycle route on the north side of ESFDB from the western project boundary to
Andersen Drive.



Removal of the existing Class II bike lane along the I-580 flyover and the existing Class III bike
route along eastbound I-580 between Andersen Drive and Main Street.



A Class II facility along East Francisco Boulevard from Main Street to Grange Avenue.



Class III facilities along Grange Avenue and from the southernmost Bay Trail terminus to East
Francisco Boulevard.



Sidewalk upgrades as follows:
•

Along the east side of San Quentin State Prison’s West Gate ingress/egress from the
West Gate to the Class I path along ESFDB.

•

Along the south side of Main Street from San Quentin State Prison’s East Gate to
Golden Gate Transit’s bus stop on the I-580 Onramp.

•

Along the northeast side of East Francisco Boulevard between the existing sidewalk
segments; resulting in a continuous sidewalk connecting Main Street and Grange
Avenue

•

Along the north side of Grange Avenue between the existing sidewalk segments;
resulting in a continuous sidewalk connecting East Francisco Boulevard and Piombo
Place
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Figure 16: Alignment 2: Class I Signalized (West)
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Figure 17: Alignment 2: Class I Signalized (East)
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East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard
Alignment 2 proposes a Class I multi-use path on the south side of ESFDB from the western project
boundary to Main Street (at San Quentin Village). The 12-foot wide, multi-use path would allow for
both bicyclist and pedestrian travel. The Class 1 multi-use path is proposed to be separated from
ESFDB by 3 feet of horizontal separation and a 3’-6” guardrail. A Class III bicycle route is proposed
along the north side of ESFDB from the western project boundary to Andersen Drive. This facility
would connect to the existing Class II facilities along Andersen Drive accommodating bicyclists wishing
to travel west along the road. The addition of a Class I multi-use path and Class III bike route would
require widening the ESFDB corridor to the north, which would result in approximately 10,531 cubic
yards of slope excavation and export.
The Class I multi-use path design should adhere to the US Department of Transportation Federal
Highway Administration guidelines for Shared Use Path Design2. Key guidelines include:
•

The total running grade that exceeds 8.33% (1foot rise over 12 feet in length) should be less
than 30% of the total path length.

•

Maximum grades of 8.33% for a maximum length of 200 feet, 10% for a maximum length of 30
feet, and 12.5% for a maximum length of 10 feet.

•

Periodic rest intervals should be provided for shared-use path users particularly for people with
mobility impairments who expend more effort to walk or mobilize their wheelchairs than other
pedestrians. Ideally, having separate rest areas on both sides of a path is preferred when there is
a higher volume or higher traffic speeds. If a rest area is provided on one side of the path, it
should be on the uphill side. Rest area grades should not exceed 5%, should have a firm and
stable surface, have a width equal to or greater than the width of the path segment leading to
and from the rest have a minimum length of 60 inches.

•

Ideally, benches with backrests and arm supports would be included at rest intervals. This bench
design is important for people with disabilities who may have difficulty getting up from a seated
position. Arm rests would provide support as the user resumes a standing position.

Detailed designs for three segments of ESFDB are proposed and are as follows.

2 US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration guidelines for Shared Use Path Design.
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/sidewalk2/contents.htm
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Windsurfer Parking Area

The Windsurfer Parking Area design formalizes an existing parking area located along the south side of
ESFDB east of Remillard Park. As shown in the Windsurfer Parking Enlargement plan and section,
Alignment 2 proposes creation of eight parallel parking spaces separated from ESFDB by a travel lane
and striped buffer. The 12-foot wide Class I multi-use path would be located south of the parking area
and separated from the parking stalls by 3 feet of horizontal separation and a raised curb.
West Gate

The West Gate Enlargement Plan and section for Alignment 2 show creation of a dedicated right turn
only lane along eastbound ESFDB leading into the SQSP West Gate entrance. The 12-foot wide Class I
multi-use path would be located south of ESFDB and separated from the roadway by a raised curb, 3
feet of horizontal separation and a 3’-6” tall guardrail. A high visibility crosswalk and signage are
proposed to alert motorists of the presence of bicyclists and pedestrians at this ingress/egress point.
A sidewalk is proposed along the east side of the SQSP West Gate ingress/egress, connecting the West
Gate to the Class I path and existing Marin Transit bus stop located on ESFDB. The project includes
construction of a waiting area at the bus stop. The project does not include rehabilitation of the existing
transit shelter.
Andersen Drive/East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard Intersection

Alignment 2 proposes signalization of the Andersen Drive intersection, a Class I multi-use path along
the south side of ESFDB and traffic calming measures. Signalization and installation of a right turn lane
on Andersen Drive would require widening of both ESFDB and Andersen Drive to accommodate
vehicle queues and the new right turn lane as discussed under Alignment 1. High visibility or standard
crosswalks, signage, striping and pavement markings are proposed to direct bicyclists and pedestrians
travelling through the intersection and to alert motorists of their presence. It is assumed that Caltrans
would reconstruct the I-580 flyover to accommodate two travel lanes, if necessary. The existing Class II
bike lane along the flyover would be removed.
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Figure 18: Alignments 2 and 3: Windsurfer Parking Lot Enlargement
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Figure 19: Alignments 2 and 3: West Gate Enlargement
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Main Street
Alignment 2 improvements for Main Street are the same as those proposed with Alignment 1and 3.
East Francisco Boulevard
Alignment 2 improvements for East Francisco Boulevard are the same as those proposed with
Alignment 1 and 3.
Grange Avenue
Alignment 2 improvements for Grange Avenue are similar to and identified under Alignment 1.
I-580 Flyover Connection from East Francisco Boulevard
Alignment 2 proposes removal of the westbound bike lane along the I-580 flyover and the existing
connection from E. Francisco Boulevard to the bike lane.
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Alignment 2 – Planning Level Opinion of Probable Costs
The construction cost for Alignment 2 improvements is approximately $3.7 million, per the detail in the
attached Exhibit 2 and Table 3. “Soft” project costs are estimated at $1.6 million, for a total of $5.3
million. In addition, the cost of widening and signalizing the Andersen Drive intersection is $2.0 million,
per an estimate in the San Rafael General Plan Circulation Element. The planning level cost for
reconstructing the I-580 flyover is $20 million. In total, the Alignment 2 improvements are estimated at
$27.3 million.
Table 3: Alignment 2 Planning Level Cost Estimate

Item
Construction cost
Soft costs
Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements Subtotal
Andersen Drive intersection reconstruction & signalization
Estimated reconstruction of
the I-580 flyover

Planning
Level Cost
Estimate
$5.8 million
$2.4 million
$8.3 million
$2.0 million
$20 million

Vehicular Improvements Subtotal

$22 million

Project Total

$30.3 million

Assumptions: The Alignment 2 estimate includes the assumption that the slope on the north side of
ESFDB opposite the windsurfer parking area and at three other locations on land within the ESFDB
right-of-way will be cut back to allow additional room to provide the arrangement shown. It is assumed
that the cut slopes will be 2:1, whether the existing slopes are steeper or less steep.
This improvement concept and the opinion of probable cost assumes that the eastbound I-580 on-ramp
(south of the I-580 flyover and east of Andersen Drive) and the I-580 off ramp (at Main Street) can be
widened and shifted approximately 10 feet to the east to provide room for the Class I path.
The $2 million estimate in the San Rafael General Plan for the signalization and widening is assumed to
provide the width for shoulders through that project area that would be used as bike lanes with the
addition of striping, markings and signage included in the estimate.
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Alignment 3
Overview
Alignment 3 is characterized by a Class I multi-use path on the south side of ESFDB from the western
project boundary to Andersen Drive with a Class I multi-use path under crossing below the
ESFDB/Andersen Drive intersection and a dedicated Class I bicycle overcrossing north of the existing
I-580 flyover, connecting with facilities along East Francisco Boulevard.
As shown in “Alignment 3: Class II Signalized (West)”and “Alignment 3: Class II Signalized (East)”, the
additional key improvements associated with Alignment 3 are as follows:


A Class III bicycle route on the north side of ESFDB from the western project boundary to
Andersen Drive.



Removal of the existing Class II bike lane along the I-580 flyover and the existing Class III bike
route along eastbound I-580 between Andersen Drive and Main Street.



A Class II facility along East Francisco Boulevard from Main Street to Grange Avenue.



Class III facilities along Grange Avenue and from the southernmost Bay Trail terminus to East
Francisco Boulevard.



Sidewalk upgrades as follows:
•

Along the east side of SQSP’s West Gate ingress/egress from the West Gate to the
Class I path along ESFDB.

•

Along the south side of Main Street from SQSP’s East Gate to Golden Gate Transit’s
bus stop on the I-580 onramp.

•

Along the northeast side of East Francisco Boulevard between the existing sidewalk
segments; resulting in a continuous sidewalk connecting Main Street and Grange
Avenue.

•

Along the north side of Grange Avenue between the existing sidewalk segments;
resulting in a continuous sidewalk connecting East Francisco Boulevard and Piombo
Place.
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Figure 20: Alignment 3: Class I Undercrossing (West)
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Figure 21: Alignment 3: Class I Undercrossing (East)
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East Sir Francis Drake Boulevard
Alignment 3 proposes a Class I multi-use path on the south side of ESFDB from the western project
boundary to the undercrossing entrance, just west of the Andersen Dr. / ESFDB intersection. The Class
I facility would continue under the intersection (See the Alignment 3: Andersen Dr./E. Sir Francis
Drake Blvd. Enlargement and the discussion below for additional information). The path width and
separation are the same as that proposed under Alignment 2. Additionally, a Class III bicycle route is
proposed along the north side of ESFDB from the western project boundary to Andersen Drive,
connecting to the existing Class II facilities along Andersen Drive. The addition of a Class I multi-use
path and Class III bike route would require widening the ESFDB corridor to the north, which would
result in approximately 10,531 cubic yards of slope excavation and export.
The Class I multi-use path design should adhere to the US Department of Transportation Federal
Highway Administration guidelines for Shared Use Path Design3. Key guidelines include:
•

The total running grade that exceeds 8.33% (1foot rise over 12 feet in length) should be less
than 30% of the total path length.

•

Maximum grades of 8.33% for a maximum length of 200 feet, 10% for a maximum length of 30
feet, and 12.5% for a maximum length of 10 feet.

•

Periodic rest intervals should be provided for shared-use path users particularly for people with
mobility impairments who expend more effort to walk or mobilize their wheelchairs than other
pedestrians. Ideally, having separate rest areas on both sides of a path is preferred when there is
a higher volume or higher traffic speeds. If a rest area is provided on one side of the path, it
should be on the uphill side. Rest area grades should not exceed 5%, should have a firm and
stable surface, have a width equal to or greater than the width of the path segment leading to
and from the rest have a minimum length of 60 inches.

•

Ideally, benches with backrests and arm supports would be included at rest intervals. This bench
design is important for people with disabilities who may have difficulty getting up from a seated
position. Arm rests would provide support as the user resumes a standing position.

Detailed designs for three segments of ESFDB are proposed and are as follows.

3 US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration guidelines for Shared Use Path Design.
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/sidewalk2/contents.htm
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Windsurfer Parking Area

Similar to Alignment 2, the Windsurfer Parking Area design formalizes an existing parking area located
along the south side of ESFDB east of Remillard Park. This area is a popular bay access point for
windsurfers. As shown in the Windsurfer Parking Enlargement plan and section, Alignment 3 proposes
creation of eight parallel parking spaces separated from ESFDB by a travel lane and striped island. The
12-foot wide Class I multi-use path would be located south of the parking area and separated from the
parking stalls by three feet of horizontal separation and a raised curb.
West Gate

Similar to Alignment 2, the West Gate Enlargement Plan and section for Alignment 3 show creation of
a dedicated right turn only lane along eastbound ESFDB leading into the SQSP West Gate entrance.
The 12-foot wide Class I multi-use path would be located south of ESFDB and separated from it by 3
feet of horizontal separation, a raised curb and a 3’-6” tall guardrail. A high visibility crosswalk and
signage are proposed to alert motorists of the presence of bicyclists and pedestrians at this
ingress/egress point.
Andersen Drive/East Sir Francis Drake Intersection

Alignment 3 proposes a Class I multi-use path undercrossing at the Andersen Drive/East Sir Francis
Drake Boulevard intersection, as shown in the Alignment 3: Andersen Dr./E. Sir Francis Drake Blvd.
Enlargement. The undercrossing would convey bicyclists and pedestrians between the existing Class II
bike lanes along Andersen Drive and new Class I multi-use path along ESFDB southwest and northeast
Andersen Drive. Under this alignment, a new Class I multi-use path flyover is proposed adjacent to the
existing I-580 vehicular flyover from Andersen Drive to East Francisco Boulevard. It is assumed that
the existing westbound Class II bicycle lane on the I-580 flyover would be removed. High visibility
crosswalks, regulatory and wayfinding signage, striping and pavement markings are proposed to direct
pedestrians and bicyclists travelling through the intersection and to alert motorists of their presence.
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Figure 22: Alignments 2 and 3: Windsurfer Parking Enlargement
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Figure 23: Alignments 2 and 3: West Gate Enlargement
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Figure 24: Alignment 3: Andersen Dr./E. Sir Francis Drake Blvd Enlargement
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Main Street
Alignment 3 improvements for Main Street are the same as those proposed in Alignments 1and 2.
East Francisco Boulevard
Alignment 3 improvements for East Francisco Boulevard are the same as those proposed in Alignments
1and 2.
Grange Avenue
Alignment 3 improvements for Grange Avenue are the same as those proposed with Alignments 1 and
2.
I-580 Flyover Connection from East Francisco Boulevard
Alignment 3 proposes new multi-use path segments connecting the bike lanes along East Francisco
Boulevard, the bike route along Grange Avenue and the new multi-use path parallel to and north of the
I-580 flyover. See Figure 25: Alignment 3: Class I Undercrossing (East).
Alignment 3 – Planning Level Opinion of Probable Costs
The construction cost for Alignment 3 improvements is approximately $2.8 million, per the detail in the
attached Exhibit 3 and Table 4. “Soft” project costs are estimated at $1.2 million, for a total of $4.0
million. The Class I undercrossing at the ESFDB/Andersen Drive intersection is estimated at $6.6
million. The bike/pedestrian overpass adjacent to the I-580 flyover is estimated at $10.3 million. In
total, the Alignment 3 improvements are estimated at $20.9 million.
Table 4: Alignment 3 Planning Level Cost Estimate

Subtotal
Class I undercrossing at Andersen Drive intersection

Planning
Level Cost
Estimate
$5.1 million
$2.1 million
$7.2 million
$6.6 million

Bike/pedestrian overpass adjacent to I-580 vehicular flyover

$10.3 million

Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements Total

$24.1 million

Item
Construction cost
Soft costs

Assumptions: The Alignment 3 estimate includes the assumption that the slope on the north side of
ESFDB opposite the windsurfer parking area and at three other locations on land within the ESFDB
right-of-way will be cut back to allow additional room to provide the arrangement shown. It is assumed
that the cut slopes will be 2:1, whether the existing slopes are steeper or less steep.
The undercrossing cost estimate includes approaching ramps with retaining walls, undercrossing and
lighting. Alignment 3 does not require the reconstruction of the I-580 vehicular flyover. Alignment 3
does propose a bike/pedestrian overpass adjacent to the I-580 vehicular flyover.
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Opinion of Probable Costs - Assumptions
Costs for the three alternative corridor alignments/improvements are estimated at a planning-level. The
cost estimates required assumptions about the methods of construction and associated requirements.
Opinions of probable construction costs provided by Alta are based on the Firm’s familiarity with the
landscape construction industry and are provided only to assist the County of Marin with budget
planning; such opinions shall not be construed to provide a guarantee or warranty of the actual
construction costs at the time construction bids are solicited or construction contracts negotiated.
Key opinion of cost assumptions /considerations:
1. The unit price in the alignment opinion of costs for “slope excavation and export” can vary
greatly. The unit prices can range between $20 to $2,000 per cu yd., depending on the level of
aerially deposited lead that is found through soil testing. In absence of any information, a cost of
$75 per cu yd. has been used. A Caltrans website on aerially deposited lead identifies $181 per cu
yd. as an average in the range of potential costs. A more fiscally conservative estimate can be
had by using this industry agreed upon average cost for slope excavation and export costs.4
2. The individual segment estimates include cost factors for each stage of project implementation,
including:
o Construction overhead (costs the contract typically includes over and above the
individual work items, such as mobilization and general conditions) – 10%
o Survey, technical studies (such as geotechnical or hazardous waste investigations) and
design (including preliminary and final plans, cost estimates, and specifications/bid
forms) – 15%
o Environmental analysis and documentation and related permits – 10%
o Project administration during planning, design and construction – 10%
o A contingency for the level of accuracy of the estimate is included at 20% of all
items.
o The estimate of probable costs do not include any costs for new utility construction
or relocation of existing utilities, unless otherwise noted in plans.
3. Opinions of cost for each alignment include proposed improvements along Main Street in San
Quentin Village and East Francisco Boulevard.
4. Although the estimates for Main Street include costs for retaining walls, it is assumed for all
alternatives that the shoreline erosion along ESFDB that threatens to undermine the road and
an adjacent water line west of SQSP are NOT part of the scope of the bike and pedestrian
improvements study. These issues and related estimates of costs would be addressed separately
by Marin County and/or other responsible agencies.
5. There is a project study area limit that defines the scope of work for this project. As such, where
Alta has proposed a Class II or Class III bicycle facility that extends to the western project
4
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boundary, it is noted with a “bike lane ends” or “bike route ends” sign. Improvements beyond
the project study area limit are not included in this study. Additional design and implementation
outside the scope of this project will be required by the County of Marin / others to establish a
bicycle connection from this western project study area limit to points west.
6. The signalization of ESFDB and Andersen Drive is identified as a long-term goal in the City of
San Rafael 2020 General Plan. Its design is subject to future study and will be impacted by
future projected increases in traffic volumes and thus decreased level of service (LOS).The
potential signalization of the intersection of ESFDB and Andersen Drive may trigger a
reconstruction of the I-580 flyover. Due to possible required lane expansion and the 600 foot
queuing distance needed to the east of the intersection, the I-580 flyover as it is currently
configured would be inadequate to accommodate the signalization. The existing width on the
flyover is 24 feet (inside of curb to inside of curb) and it is believed that approximately 36 feet
would be required to accommodate vehicular traffic alone. The 36 foot distance does not
include width to accommodate a bicycle facility. This potential reconstruction of the I-580
flyover for vehicular use only is estimated to cost approximately $20 million.
Should Alignment 3 be selected as the preferred choice, and a pedestrian / bicycle
undercrossing is constructed at the ESFDB/Andersen Drive intersection, then construction of a
bicycle/pedestrian bridge north of the I-580 flyover is proposed.
7. The plans call for various alignment and design options to be considered. Opinions of costs for
these potential improvements are not included in the respective alignment costs. These design
issues and related estimate of costs would be addressed separately by Marin County and/or
other responsible agencies.
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